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In the beginning
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Conventionally for ULS
Conventionally values at or near failure would be
considered as representing that material in the ULS. In
the above case it may be observed that at that
condition, c-value, as expected, is tending to near zero
(but probably not quite getting there) while the φvalue is tending to tan -1 0.9 ie some 42°. This is what
would be expected of a well-graded, non-plastic (<5%
passes the 0.075mm sieve) sand

However for SLS
However for serviceability the situation is vastly
different. Say SLS represents on average, an
axial strain of some 0.5%. For this strain value,
c-values span the range 60-80kPa while
corresponding φ parameters drop from failure
value of near 42° to a much lower 31° ie tan-10.6.
If one adopts a convention where “as”
represents “appropriate strain”, then one
generates Mohr Coulomb shear parameters of:
cas and φas for SLS conditions.
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SLS continued
This situation was examined by O’Brien and Parrock
(2016) in an analysis of some 72 triaxial tests on
samples varying in quality from A-2-4 to A-7-6.
Generally, at limited strains, cohesion was high and
friction angle low. Thus one is alerted, that at typical
SLS strains, cas and φas are negatively correlated ie as
one goes up the other decreases.
Following figure was generated for 20 typical soils
ranging from A-2-4 to A-7-6.
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Correlation c as and φ as
To be consequent there is no justification when
deriving characteristic/design values that both cas and
φas are reduced. If one is reduced the other must
increase. Examining correlation coefficients for SLS
strains between 0.1 and 0.5% generates correlation
co-efficients between cas and φas of ρcasφas which
varied from -0.899 to -1.00 for these 20 samples.
Thus if c and φ are being evaluated as parameters, two
combinations are generated for “as”-values; one in
which c is raised and φ lowered and vice versa.
Analysis is conducted and lowest FOS determined.
This combination is used going forward.

Sample and population
However the problem arises in evaluating, “what
are mean and standard deviation values of the
population when only limited values of sample
are usually available”.
What however one does know from past
research is that c-values are characterised by
high COVs and φ-values by much lower ones.
Accepting that COV of c = 40% and that of φ =
10%, one may adjudicate at 95% chance of
exceedance a value of 1.64 standard deviations
below the mean is applicable
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Sample/population contd..
Now as cas and φas are negatively correlated with a
correlation coefficient of nearly -1. One may calculate
an appropriate friction value of Mean + 1.64 x standard
deviation and similarly Mean – 1.64 x standard
deviation for c and repeating this exercise buy upping
c and lowering φ and evaluating which of these
combinations generates lowest FOS/reliability.

10m high / 1:1.5 side slopes

Design

c=15

φ=25˚

FOS = 1.63

Low c High φ

5.16

29.1

1.32

High c Low φ

24.84

20.9

1.85

As may be observed low c/high φ condition generates (as is
usually the case) lowest FOS-value and is recommended for
design.
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Practical example
A 10m high,1:1.5 ie 34˚ slope is located on the Sani
Pass road. Traversing Tarkastad Formation shales
and sandstones, this fill is likely to be built of G10
material. Extending formulations proposed by Theyse
et al (1996) results in average ie 50% confidence level
Mohr Coulomb shear strength parameters of:
c’ =
8.5kPa
φ’ =
26.2˚
Density was chosen at a representative value of:
γ =
18kN/m3

Analyse using ProkonSLOPBG
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Examine actual slope

Can you see ‘c’
It may be observed that tension crack is located
somewhat further in from the edge than
predicted in the models. Why is this ? Well the
reason is that the c-value is underestimated in
actual serviceability state as discussed
previously due to appropriate strain (as)
conditions.
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So we checked for it via ITS

Here is the theory
And obtained a value of about 25kPa
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Examine a few more examples

Boulder scree slope
• Slope is some 10m high
• Z = 2c Kp 0.5/γ
• Assuming φ ≈ 30˚, c may be calculated at
52kPa,
• Is it cemented; no it is interlocked with no
glue.
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Bearing capacity on beach

Bearing capacity
• ALP is some 1kN on a 100mm x 100mm
footing, generating an applied bearing stress
of some 100kPa
• FOS is somewhere above unity
• Using Vesic back-calculate, c = 5kPa, φ = 20 ˚
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On the beach

Beach sand slope example
• Slope is some 0.5m high
• Z = 2c Kp 0.5/γ
• Assuming φ ≈ 20˚, c may be calculated at
some 3kPa,
• Thus most tie in.
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Appropriate levels of
reliability

Summary
• As most geotechnical structures operate,
during serviceability conditions at a state
where axial strains < 0.5% it is
recommended that cas and φas ie
appropriate strain values, are evaluated at
axial strains of εa = 0.5%,
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Lets look at actual Scu tests

Thanks to Peter Day for these
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Observe initial dilation..

But they do not always work
out
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..and another

Initial contraction…
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Summary contd…
• For design values, noting that cas and φas are
negatively correlated at a correlation coefficient of r2 = -1 and COV of cas and φas are
40 and 10% respectively, 95 percentile
design values for population are generally
cas design = cas -1.64 x 0.4 x cas and φas
design = φas + 1.64 x 0.1 x φas,

Summary end
• Conduct analyses with these values and
ensure a reliability index utilising a log
normal distribution of FOS, exceeds 2.2 when
evaluated as per Duncan et al (2014).
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Thanks – Alan Parrock
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